
The Riemann Hypothesis(Karl Sabbagh)Freshman Seminar, Winter 2005Deember 20, 2004Prologue� Mathematiians form a kind of tribe, with its own language and ustoms. It is given to them to seetruths with a larity that is sometimes breathtaking. Mathematial explorers believe that there is nolimit to the new disoveries they might make. Mathematiians are human too (Linear Algebra DoneRight, The Joy of Sets). This book is a portrait of a partiular time in mathematis, when one ofmath's most important problems might be on the brink of being solved. If the Riemann hypothesis istrue, it would reveal a seret about prime numbers, but has no foreseeable pratial onsequenes thatould hange the world.� Mathematiians disover the pleasure of mathematis at a young age: Brian Conrey (twin primes),Charles Ryave (ubi equation), Alexander Ivi (Lagrange interpolation), Louis de Branges (an equa-tion in integers), Julia Robinson (square root of 2) , Alain Connes (a personal system of mathematis).� Clay Mathematial Institute prize.1 Prime Time� Whole numbers are to primes what moleules are to atoms. This is the Fundamental Theorem ofArithmeti. Atoms run out before you get to a hundred, whereas the primes go on forever (Eulid, 3rdentury BC).� Adjaent primes, twin primes, largest known prime (Is this worth the e�ort?). Is there always at leastone prime between suessive squares? What about gaps between primes?� Mathematiians have always wondered how the primes are distributed among the entire sequene ofwhole numbers. Carl Friedrih Gauss ounted all the primes up to 3 million, and \saw" that the rateof hange of the number of primes in a blok of 1000 was harateristi of the way logarithms behave.This beame know as the \Prime Number Theorem", when it was proved in 1896.� The Prime Number Theorem forms a ruial link between the prime numbers and the Riemann hypoth-esis. If the Riemann hypothesis was true it ould lead to an exat formulation of the Prime NumberTheorem, instead of one that is always o� by several perent.2 Gorgeous Stu�� Pure math is not usually assoiated with big money. If people have ideas about the Riemann hypothesisthey'll work on them without the induement of a prize. Unlike an artist or a musiian, a mathematiianan display the quality of his mind only to other like-minded people.� Continued frations and the golden mean (Daniel Bump).1



� The onsequenes are fantasti: the distribution of primes. If it is not true, then the world is a verydi�erent plae.� Reap: a formula devised by Gauss whih purports to alulate the number of prime numbers up toany number x (the Prime Number Theorem) is not quite aurate. If you atually ount the numberof primes less than any number and ompare the result you get by using the formula, there is alwaysa di�erene of a few perent. The expeted number is known and was proven in 1896, by the PrimeNumber Theorem. The value of the di�erene is what the Riemann hypothesis provides, if it's true.� More preisely: What is the total number of primes less than any number n? Gauss's guess: n= logn|o� by several perent. Riemann's �rst guess: RF (n)|o� by a fration of 1 perent. Riemann's betterguess: RF (n) minus the sum of the in�nite series S (Zeta funtion)|BULLSEYE!� Euler disovered a relationship between the zeta funtion, a sum whih uses all the whole numbers,and a produt, whih uses only the prime numbers.� Euler's zeta funtion and Riemann's zeta funtion.3 New Numbers for Old� If the orret steps in reasoning lead to an unfamiliar or ounterintuitive answer, mathematiians some-times see that as the starting point for a new journey. In order to advane a subjet, mathematiianshave had to reate onepts that might on the fae of it seem to make no sense|negative numbers,alulus, omplex numbers.� The \i" is a useful marker whih enables us to identify the part of the omplex number that is on anaxis at right angles to the real number axis. One i was invented, there were all sorts of situations inwhih it really was the square root of -1 in quite a profound sense.� Reap: The numbers we have all grown up with are just one of many number systems in mathematis.In fat, even within the familiar real numbers there are subset suh as the integers and the frations. Butmathematiians have devised other number systems, whih sometimes obey the same rules. Complexnumbers are at the hear of on of these systems, and we an sometimes manipulate them in similarways to the real numbers.� The distintion between the Euler zeta funtion and the Riemann zeta funtion.4 Indian Summer� Hilbert's address at the seond International Congress of Mathematiians 1900 (Paris): Unsolvedproblems in mathematis (10 in leture, 23 in report). These were not mere brainteasers from thepuzzle pages of newspapers. Eah of them ame from some key �eld of mathematis at the time. Ifthey were to be solved, their solutions would advane that �eld in new and promising diretions. Somewere solved in Hilbert's lifetime (before 1943); some after Hilbert's death, inluding \Fermat's lasttheorem"; some are still unsolved, inluding the Riemann hypothesis.� \Nowadays (1915) there are only three really great English mathematiians: Hardy, Littlewood, andHardy-Littlewood." They were joined by Ramanajun, a genius (1729 is the smallest number expressibleas the sum of two ubes in two di�erent ways." All three ontributed to progress but the Riemannhypothesis remained elusive.� Just as the omplexity of the Riemann hypothesis arises from a simple question about prime numbers,one of Ramanujan's ontributions to higher mathematis omes from asking an even simpler questiononerning \sums" of the sort that any hild an do (partitions). One of the things that makes numbertheory so aptivating to mathematiians is the hidden depths that lurk beneath a plaid and sometimesobvious surfae. (The formula for the partition funtion)2



� A postard from an atheist.5 \Very Probably"� Sieve methods. (Examples: squares, a2 + b4).� Many of the top mathematiians in the (Riemann hypothesis) �eld were gripped at an early age byprime numbers and the Riemann hypothesis (Iwanie, Bombieri, Jutila).� Most (nonmathematial) people have no view on the matter (whether the Riemann hypothesis is true orfalse). As nonmathematial readers having ome this far, you still know very little about the Riemannhypothesis. Here is a summary of what you know: There is a mathematial expression that preditsroughly how many prime numbers there are smaller than any number you are to name. You knowalso that this predition, by Gauss, is not entirely aurate, and that the amount by whih it is wrongis the subjet of another mathematial expression, devised by the German mathematiian BernhardRiemann. With Gauss's estimate, proved by two other mathematiians in 1896, and Riemann's or-retion, onjetured but not yet proved by anyone, we know muh more about how the prime numbersare distributed. At the heart of Riemann's orretion fator, and essential to understanding how it isrelated to prime numbers, is Riemann's zeta funtion and, in partiular, a series of numbers whih areknown as the Riemann zeros.� Explorers, diggers, guides (three types of mathematiians, all neessary for a suessful proof).� It is known that all Riemann zeros are of the form s+ it where 0 < s < 1 (ritial strip). The Riemannhypothesis is the assertion: s = 1=2 for all the zeros (ritial line).� Now that powerful omputers are widely available, you an alulate as many Riemann zeros as youwish, but from Riemann's time until the 1960s, suh alulations had to be done by hand. By 1935,the �rst 104 zeros were found. Then with more sophistiated equipment, many hundreds and soonthousands ould be alulated. Every single one of them was of the form 1=2 + bi.� The Riemann-Siegel formula for alulating zeros|implies that Riemann himself found some of thezeros. Riemann was however very autious|he said that `very probably'|`all the zeros are on theritial line.' (He did not bet his life on it being true)6 Proofs and Refutations� In 1959 John Nash (A Beautiful Mind) announed a proof of the Riemann hypothesis. The leturewas a orid manifestation of Nash's shizophrenia, whih followed his early brilliane, and preededhis remarkable but fragile reovery.� There is no greater indiation of the diÆulty and importane of Riemann's Hypothesis and his zetafuntion than the roll all of distinguished mathematiians who have tried and failed to prove it.� Even Alan Turing, the British mathematiian who played suh an important part in the British de-iphering operation during the Seond World War, was sedued by the fasination of the RiemannHypothesis. Turing had deided that the hypothesis was false and started to build a mahine to al-ulate the zeros. The more zeros you found, the better the hane to �nd one o� the ritial line! Butthe mahine was never �nished, as more pressing matters intervened|the Seond World War and theneed to rak the enemy's eniphered messages. Modern omputers|whose oneptual origins an betraed bak to the work of Turing|have shown that many billions of zeros all lie �rmly on the ritialline, so Turing's mahine would not have helped.� Some other high pro�le embarrassments: Stieltjes 1896; Rademaher 1943; Levinson 1974. So great isthe desire of mathematiians to see a proof of the Riemann Hypothesis that they an easily be fooledin their eagerness. Lower pro�le failures: Gavrilov (Ukrainian), Matsumoto (Japanese). In betweenwas Louis de Branges. 3



7 The Bieberbah Conjeture� The popular idea of mathematis is that it is largely onerned with alulations. In fat, \mathematisis no more the art of rekoning and omputation than arhiteture is the art of making briks or hewingwood, no more than painting is the art of mixing olors on a palette, no more than the siene of geologyis the art of breaking roks, or the siene of anatomy the art of buthering."� Bieberbah's onjeture was an important statement about funtions of omplex numbers, and deBranges sueeded in proving it in 1984, sixty-eight years after it was �rst formulated. It was no meanmathematial feat, and even mathematiians who don't take de Branges seriously today (beause ofhis boasts about the Riemann hypothesis) do not deny the magnitude of this ahievement.� Perhaps de Branges ouldn't be blamed for not knowing that the result he needed to omplete theproof of the Bieberbah Conjeture had already been proved, when one of the people who had alreadyproved it didn't even remember himself.� Two months later, de Branges ew to St. Petersburg (at the time alled Leningrad) to present hisproof at the Steklov Institute, a leading enter of mathematis in the Soviet Union. It seems on thesurfae as though the proof of the Bieberbah Conjeture was more of a joint e�ort than a singlemathematiian's ahievement. However, there's nothing unusual in a mathematiian produing aninitial proof that has assumptions that need to be tested. The key ontribution to a major proof is thevision of the mathematiian who sees the broad outline of the proof.� The question at the beginning of the twenty-�rst entury was this: is de Branges about to pull o� thesame trik with the Riemann hypothesis as he did with the Bieberbah Conjeture, or are most of theworld's number theorists right in dismissing his latest e�orts?8 In Searh of Zeros� Andrew Odlyzko is one of the diggers of mathematis. Like Alan Turing, but with in�nitely greatermeans as his disposal, Odlyzko ould one day prove that the Riemann Hypothesis is wrong|but neverthat it is right. He is ompiling an ever-growing list of the values of s that make �(s) equal to zero.� The onnetion between the Riemann hypothesis and prime numbers is not obvious. Some desriptionsare: \The zeros of the Riemann zeta funtion are giving the Fourier transform of the set of primenumbers." \The entire olletion of Riemann zeros is like a hologram of the primes."� There is a growing role in theoretial mathematis for omputers as more than just number runhers.In 1977, the Four-Color Theorem, whih had been puzzling mathematiians for over a hundred years,was �nally proved|by a omputer. Now, over two deades later, the �rst-ever omputer proof of amajor theorem has entered the annals of mathematis and is generally aepted. This hasn't stoppedmathematiians from looking for a simpler proof that humans an work through for themselves.� The primary use of omputers is to on�rm hypotheses rather than prove them, thus giving people theon�dene to pursue a proof. However large the number of on�rming examples, there's no guaranteethat there isn't a surprise around the orner.9 The Prineton Tea Party� Mathematis|and indeed siene in general|is often seen as a ollaborative enterprize on a globalsale. When Hugh Montgomery was visiting Prineton in 1972 and was introdued to the polymathsientist and mathematiian Freeman Dyson over tea, he answered perfetly truthfully when Dysonasked him onversationally what he was working on. His answer struk a hord with Dyson, who thensupplied a piee of information that indiretly led to what today is seen by many as the most promisingapproah to proving the Riemann hypothesis. 4



� Apart from Einstein, who preferred to be known as a physiist, there are very few famous modernmathematiians, people whose ahievements are known to the publi. One of the few is Andrew Wiles,who in 1995 at the age of forty-four proved Fermat's last theorem. If the Riemann hypothesis is everproved, it is likely to attrat onsiderably more attention (television doumentary, two popular books,a musial \Fermat's last tango"). The writers of the musial managed to apture the essene of themathematial enterprize as well as the human drama of Wiles's struggle with Fermat's Last Theorem.It embodied as muh passion, frustration, and triumph as is found in the plot of any onventional �lmor play.� There is no immediate �nanial reward in mathematis, and siene and math have been traditionallyopen disiplines where every new result in a �eld is expeted to be published as soon as it is veri�ed sothat other sientists or mathematiians an bene�t from the disoveries in their own researh. Wilesdidn't want to work this way, whih aused understandable distress to mathematiians who were on asimilar trak but further behind. Atle Selberg has been working on it sine 1940 and made a numberof very important ontributions to the theory of primes. But he never|in publi|said that he wasanywhere near a proof.� Montgomery was intrigued by one of his own disoveries (namely, that if you assume the Riemannhypothesis to be true, then the di�erenes between pairs of zeros obey a partiular rule), so he deidedto make a quik trip to Prineton to onsult with Selberg. It was when Montgomery mentioned thisthe Dyson spotted a onnetion between two apparently unonneted �elds of knowledge|quantumphysis and number theory. It turned out that physiists looking for ways to haraterize the behaviorof atomi partiles had ome up with a formula that was very similar to Montgomery's desription ofthe zeros of the Riemann zeta funtion. From that onversation has ome a whole new approah tothe Riemann Hypothesis, and the possibility that in some quite signi�ant way the quantum universebehaves as if it is driven by the loation of the Riemann zeta funtion's zeros.10 A Driven Man� One of the surprising things about the working life of pure mathematiians is the amount of timethey an spend on a partiular task. When you onsider the intensity and narrowness of fous ofmathematiians working on a deep problem, it is extraordinary that they an spend year after yearwith it as their preoupation.� Louis de Branges, of Bieberbah fame, laimed on several oasions to have a suessful approah tothe Riemann hypothesis. One of these is based on a �eld largely of his own devising, but he had somediÆulty atually proving the relevane of this new �eld to the Riemann Hypothesis. After ten years,he published a proof in 1985, whih turned out to be wrong. Undaunted, de Branges managed to �ndanother way to takle the proof, letured on it in Paris, but when he returned to the United States hefound a mistake in his proof. Although this didn't endear de Branges to his olleagues, he ould notbe dismissed as a rank beause of his Bieberbah suess.� Mathematial history is littered withe examples of the most famous mathematiians who have never-theless made serious mistakes.� de Branges is a driven man. He deided at an early stage in his areer that he had a route to a proofof the Riemann hypothesis, and he has never lost sight of that objetive.11 The Physis of Mathematis� No one ould have predited that a proof (of RH) might be found outside mathematis|in physis|and that the Riemann zeros bear an unanny resemblane to the behavior of hydrogen atoms in avery strong magneti �eld. No one has ever been able to relate the prime numbers to any physialsystem|until now. 5



� Until the 20th entury, our understanding of the movement of matter under the inuene of fores wasgoverned by what's alled lassial mehanis, based on the laws desribed by Isaa Newton. However,the tiniest atomi partiles behaved in a nonlassial way, and the new tools of quantum mehaniswere devised to desribe them. More reently the even newer �eld of haos theory has been developedto explain an unpreditable type of behavior that ours in physial systems, both large and small.� A mathematial tehnique alled random matries is used to handle the thousands or millions of pieesof data generated when quantum mehanis is applied to a system of partiles, and it looks as thoughthe results of doing this an produe data suspiiously similar to the Riemann zeros. This marriage ofquantum mehanis and number theory is muh rarer than the many stories of abstrat mathematialideas whih have proved to be surprisingly useful in physis or hemistry, years|or enturies|aftertheir disovery.� Mihael Berry's remarkable idea oming from his study of quantum haoti systems: the Riemannzeta funtion behaves as if there is an underlying dynami system ontrolling the position of all thosezeros. Over the seond half of the 20th entury, sientists developed a detailed understanding ofhow ertain olletions of atomi partiles behaved, using the insights of quantum mehanis. Butthere were some types of behavior and groupings of atoms that didn't seem to obey the rules ofquantum mehanis. Chaos theory was developed to desribe marosopi systems|involving largerthan subatomi partiles|whih behaved in a way that should have been preditable but wasn't. \Asystem doesn't have to be ompliated for its motion to be ompliated. That's what haos is allabout."� Berry and his olleagues believe that a olletion of matries assoiated with the haoti behavior ofertain systems of atomi partiles may have harateristis that ar similar to the olletion of zeros ofthe Riemann zeta funtion. \It's almost as if the Riemann zeros themselves are like physial entities."� For a time, it seemed that random-matrix theory was enough to desribe the statistis of quantumenergy levels of lassially haoti systems. After a orrespondene with Odlyzko, Berry made thefollowing adjustment: \The very strong suggestion is therefore that the Riemann zeros are eigenvaluesnot of a random matrix, but of a matrix orresponding to a quantum system whose lassial dynamis ishaoti." But others (Sarnak) believe that random-matrix theory ould well produe new information,if it's possible to desribe a physial system whose energy levels are the Riemann zeta zeros.� It would be quite a oup if the most important unsolved problem in mathematis were to be solvedby a physiist rather than a mathematiian, and not many mathematiians think this is likely (AlainConnes has an idea of what the dynamial system is).12 A Laudable Aim� The RH is a big thing, and some people will be motivated by personal ambition, and they would workquietly away and not tell anybody, as Andrew Wiles did with the Fermat Theorem.� The Amerian Institute of Mathematis (AIM) was founded by eletronis millionaire John Fry toenourage the type of ooperation that mathematiians working on the Riemann Hypothesis sometimesshy away from.� RH is the most basi onnetion between addition and multipliation that there is. That onnetionomes in the beautiful formula disovered by Euler, where a series of terms involving all the integers areadded together and shown to equal a series of terms involving the primes that are multiplied together.� AIM diretor Conrey's idea for a proof uses an unusual funtion alled the M�obius funtion. It an bemanipulated into an expression that is equivalent to the Riemann zeta funtion.� Mertens's onjeture implies RH. However, Mertens's onjeture is false (1984).6



� One of the things that made math diÆult for the professional mathematiian trying to break newground is that you never know how near you are to your goal.� When Fry set up AIM, he thought that if he spent a few hundred thousand dollars ying the bestpeople in the �eld to one plae, putting them together for a week and telling them to prove RH,then they would. It's an attitude similar to JFK's pledge to put men on the Moon by the end of the1960s|whih worked|or Nixon's to ure aner by a similar onslaught of brainpower|whih didn't.Fry's initiative was likewise unsuessful.� The theory of L-funtions (the zeta funtion is one of them) is an attempt to plae RH in a more generalontext, whih sometimes makes its study more transparent. Everything we know for Riemann's zetafuntion we know for the L-funtions. And just as we an't prove RH for the Riemann zeta funtionwe an't prove the Riemann hypothesis for any of these other ones.� \Hand-waving" doesn't just mean the expressive gestures that a mathematiian makes as he or sheovers two large blakboards with symbols, skethes, and graphs. More fundamentally, it desribesa proess that is sometimes an important stage in developing an argument in front of olleagues. Ifa mathematiian feels fairly sure that a partiular step is justi�ed, but requires a ertain amount ofhakwork to establish, he or she will skip ahead to the next step, then the one after, where moreinteresting thinking may lie. Hand-waving will almost ertainly be replaed by aurate proofs at alater stage.13 \No simple matter"� \I am sure that Louis de Branges's many `wrong' proofs of RH and other onjetures are as huk-fullof brilliant ideas as is his proof of Bieberbah."� The Gamma funtion was important in de Branges's Bieberbah Conjeture work, and what he learnedthen has led him to see it as a ruial part of proving the Riemann Hypothesis.� The real world of mathematis is far removed from that of math professors who set their students neatproblems.� In 2001, it had beome inreasingly lear that no one took seriously the possibility that de Brangesmight prove the Riemann Hypothesis.14 Taking a Critial Line� The Mathematial Institute at Oberwolfah in the Blak Forest of Germany. Another venue for theRH industry. One harateristi of the talks at Oberwolfah is that there is always a sense of work inprogress.� The Riemann Hypothesis is a preise statement and in one sense what it means is lear, but what it'sonneted with, what it implies, where it omes from, an be very unobvious. Equivalent statements|mathematial statements whih, if they are true, imply the Riemann Hypothesis{an often seem tohave little or no onnetion with the Riemann zeta funtion. The simplest is one involving \Fareyseries."� There are statements that are equivalent to RH and statements that follow from RH. There are alsoseveral di�erent Riemann Hypotheses. In some ways, exploring the onsequenes of RH is a way oftesting it. People spend a lot of time deriving onsequenes of RH. Both types of ativity (onditionaland unonditional) are fruitful in trying to push the subjet forward.� It seems to be possible to go in all sorts of diretions from the Riemann Hypothesis itself. Its tentalesreah into all sorts of areas of mathematis. Often, ideas of this very abstrat funtion ome down to7



geometry, either as analogies or sometimes as an interpretation of numbers as oordinates in spae.Martin Huxley believes he's found a way of linking the values in the seta funtion to triangles in`hyperboli spae.'� The Lindel�of Hypothesis, onsidered in�nitely easier than RH, tries to provide a kind of averagedesription of the behavior of the Riemann zeta funtion as the value of s hanges. If you think ofthe zeta funtion as a three-dimensional landsape, a surfae that meanders over a horizontal plane,oasionally dipping to \sea level" at points where �(s) is zero, the Lindel�of Hypothesis tells us how\undulating" this surfae is in the ritial strip. To prove LH, a ertain exponent must be proved tobe zero. This exponent has dereased from 0.166... (a result of Hardy and Littlewood in 1915) to0.155 in 2001, with about twenty intermediate results. Eah of these tiny improvements on the thirdor fourth deimal plae needed new ideas, fresh views, and this is perhaps the best example to showhow unbelievably diÆult RH is.15 Abstrat Delights� The glorious ahievements of math are less aessible than those of almost any other aspet of humanulture. It is a measure of the subtlety of the issues raised by RH that a statement whih starts witha relationship between the integers and the primes an end up in areas of abstration that are everybit as rare�ed as Dr. Swartz's notes (a book with an evoative title whose blurb has barely a word orexpression omprehensible to someone who hasn't done a postgraduate math ourse).� Math gets interesting only when it takes o� from the onrete and soars into the realms of abstration.How do mathematiians aquire the taste for suh a rare�ed diet, and, if soiety ontinues to needsuh people, how is suh a taste to be reated and nurtured? It ertainly helps if someone with alatent talent for mathematis omes into ontat with a good teaher. Another approah: the Collegeof Creative Studies at UCSB.� If RH is proved, it will surely be by people like some of the students in CCS|brilliant, wayward,passionate|who develop a deep knowledge of a small area of math and think about it morning, noon,and night beause they �nd it a more satisfying ativity than any of the other pleasures the world hasto o�er.� At the age of 89, Littlewood was in a nursing home and a friend tried to heer him up with a mathproblem. \Burkholder's weak L1 inequality" sounds like a most unlikely pik-me-up for an elderlydepressed man, but it did the trik in Littlewood's ase. It seemed that mathematis did help to revivehis spirits and he ould leave the nursing home a few weeks later. A quote from another mathematiian:\If I feel unhappy, I do mathematis to beome happy. If I am happy, I do mathematis to keep happy."� Mathematis, as desribed by Bertrand Russell, is akin to philosophy or logi, and muh of modernmathematis is like this.� Alain Connes speaks of four phases of disovery (some pleasurable, some painful)|onentration,inubation, illumination, and veri�ation. Connes earned his degree in 1973 in another �eld, andunlike others for whom it's been the only topi they've really ever wanted to work on, he ame to RHonly in 1996. Some feel that if anyone is going to prove RH, it will be him|others feel he doesn't havethe depth of ideas to turn the problem around, that he is dressing up in another language a well-knowndiÆulty in the usual language. Aording to Connes, mathematis is based on a duality betweengeometry and algebra. The former helps to �nd a statement, and the latter is used to formulate it,orresponding to two hemispheres of the brain (visual and linguisti).16 Disovered or Invented?� Profundity often lies at the heart of mathematial humor. Lewis Carroll, the author of \Alie's adven-tures in Wonderland," was a mathematiian. 8



� What is the world of mathematis? Could it ontain anything the human mind hooses to devise, anyoddball onept that a mathematiian feels like desribing? Or does it have limits, imposed by thevery nature of mathematis itself? Fantasy or reality? Invented or disovered?� The prime number theorem (proved just before 1900) showed that the distribution of prime numbershad a muh more intriate struture than one had imagined before this. This is a very harateristidevelopment|you aim at a partiular problem and you disover that there is muh more to it thanmet the eye.� In physis or natural sienes, the topi of researh is something whih is given from outside: it isthere, but in mathematis the prinipal objet of study is an abstration.� Many, perhaps most, mathematiians are realists and believe that math is \out there" in some senserather than "in here." Would extraterrestrials reognize the unusual nature of prime numbers and ,by extension, develop number theory and perhaps even prove RH?� Alain Connes believes that mathematis is more real than what we think of as solid external reality,that instead of mathematis being embedded in the physial world, the physial world is embedded inmathematis. Connes's passionate realism is born from experiene of the deep \realities" of mathe-matis.� For many who deal with this question, the most powerful argument for the reality of mathematisis the fat that it an lead to orret desriptions of the physial world and pratial appliations ofsiene. It has to be said, however, that this is not the prime motive for most mathematiians, assuggested by non other than Eulid and Arhimedes.� Whatever mathematial topi mathematiians pursue for the sheer pleasure of it ould, sooner or later,turn out to give some physial desription of the world or have some pratial appliation. It's arguablethat the theory of relativity wouldn't have happened if Minkowski's geometry had not been available.At the heart of new enryption methods is the problem of fatoring a large number into two primefators.17 \What's it all about?"� RH matters beause, if it is true, it proves that there is a rule for generating the prime numbers,the building bloks of all other numbers. Bernhard Riemann identi�ed a mathematial funtion, nowalled the Riemann zeta funtion, that generated another in�nite set of numbers, alled the zeros ofthe funtion. If those zeros all behave in the way that Riemann believed, that will allow us to desribeexatly how the prime numbers are distributed.� Over and over again, mathematiians from an inreasingly wide range of mathematial �elds havedevised methods whih have at their heart the Riemann zeta funtion but approah it by very di�erentroutes. One opinion is: \all tools are ready to attak it but just a penetrating idea is missing."� There is a theoretial possibility that RH is \undeidable," that is, aording to something alledG�odel's Theorem, it is possible to prove the statement that RH an never be proved de�nitely true orde�nitely false. This would be as damaging as RH being false, and no one believes that this is the ase.� While the twenty or thirty mathematiians who are apable of proving RH ounder in a miasma offrustration and unertainty, on mathematiian, Louis de Branges, has the on�dene that esapes therest of them. However, he su�ers from, among others, redibility problems.� Like most|perhaps all|of the other mathematiians working on the problem, the reason de Brangesspends most of his waking hours on this idea is not for money, and only a little for fame, but mainlybeause he believes it is true and desperately wants to prove it. In fat, he and the others might evendie happy if they know that someone had proved it.9


